I've done so many bad things in the and traded my compassion for with empty opinions. They ties his gun into a punk on a rol- I still want to judge. I've haven't left the Wild West. who is good and who is bad. crime, but in the end, he shot tures, newspapers, and vid
where he is told from the start not have planned to commit a all our televisions, motion p
me-time shootouts after dinner. planned to commit a crime, but We live in an age of expand
That's it; it's their absence of gry at young blacks? Some say generation after generation after
are unlable even to imagine gen-
us are angry that we of us will die with our songs still
warping analogies between the
tions atrophy and decay. Some of us are angry
masters' institutions in order to spend 12- to 15-hour days ill the
There is also a
It's easy. It feels good.
Some of us are angry that we
and the students don't
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uninspired, hanging, drifting, video-games, crime, but in the end, he shot four boys, two in the back. I still want to judge. I've watched too many commercials and traded my compassion for thirty-second emotions. Some hope a teenager will die because he symbolizes terrorism. Others want Goetz to run for mayor.
We live in an age of expanded electronic communications. Almost all our television, motion picture, newspapers, and video games cannot hide this fact: we haven't left the Wild West. We try to outgun each other with empty opinions. They are empty because no one wants to understand the other.

(Continued from page 4)

ministered are drooping like flies. There is a logical reason why each has left or is about to leave. There is also a logical reason why each won't be replaced by a brother or sister. The logic is this -- we are all

It's easy. It feels good. (We were taught that you had to work very hard; that you had the same dollar as my generation. It's logical, So say the psychologists.
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